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HIS'l'ORICAL NOTES ON BARRACKS-SCOTTISH COMMAND. 
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL G. A. KEMPTHORNE, D.S.O. (R.P.). 

IT took many years to convince our forefathers that a standing army 
had become necessary for their existence, and, long after that necessity 
dawned on them, they tried to forget the fac.t by studiously ignoring the 
claims of their soldiers to any reasonable living accommodation in time of 
peace. But the troops had to be housed somewhere. Until the Act of 
1909 the law of England never allowed billeting in private houses, though 
it was at times evaded, notably by both J ames and Charles n. When in 
1699 the second Mutiny Act permitted the use of ale-houses it was only 
supposed to apply to troops on the march. The possibility of the soldier 
being otherwise circumstanced than engaged in fighting, or on his way to 
fight, was not considered. Shelters for the use of companies which formed 
the permanent garrisons of fortresses must always have existed, but as late 
as 1704 the total barrack accommodation in the United Kingdom provided 
for no more than 5,000 men. The term" marching regiments"· was 
therefore a very appropriate one in the eighteenth century, for the unfor
tunate soldier, at home was generally on the move. In Scotland before. 
the Union, wider powers of quartering troops were enjoyed, and these 
continued to be exercised later. The first British soldiers to make the 
acquaintance of barracks are said to have been those of the Dunkirk 
garrison, who, in 1659, occupied special buildings constructed there by the 
Spanish and so designated. . 

In the seventeenth century there were permanent garrisons in the 
castles of Edinburgh, Stirling, Dumbarton and Blackness, maintained to 
well into the nineteenth century. The Stirling company, established by 
Mary of Guise, was in 1818 incorporated into one of the veteran battalions. 
The Edinburgh company met the same fate at the same time. 

While General Monk was completing the subjugation of Scotland after 
the battle of Dunbar, garrisons of English troops and Scottish irregulars 
were maintained for some years. For their housing, and with a view to 
dominating the surrounding country, at least four great forts were built. 
Of the Cromwellian citadels at Leith, Ayr, Perth, and Inverness, hardly a 
trace remains. For their construction, houses, churches and tombstones 
from the churches were requisitioned. The strongholds served their 
purpose too well to be popular and were dismantled at the Restoration when 
they .became convenient stone quarries for the neighbourhood. 

General Mackay's campaign in the reign of William Ill. again brought 
English troops into the country. Fort William at the foot of Ben Nevis, 
another of Monk's forts, was restored and regarrisoned in 1690. It held 
out in the rebellions of 1715 and 1745. One face of this fort was bordered 
by a navigable arm of the sea and on the land 'side were several rapid 
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G. A. Kempthorne 25 

streams. Maryborough adjoining was built as a bazaar for the- garrison, 
the buildings being of turf and timber so that in case of a siege they could 
be demolished at short notice. The fort was sold by Government in 1860. 
'fhe Governor's house, part of the rampart and the gateway arch are 
preserved. After 1715 a fort and barrack were built· at Inverness where 
the ruins of the medieval castle were renovated under the name of Fort 
George, and another fort was made at the extremity of Loch Ness which 
received the name of Fort Augustus. They were garrisoned' at first usually 
by indepen'dent -companies of Highlanders. Both fell in the '45. The 
former was demolished by Charles Edward, the latter, later rebuilt, had a 
garrison till 1867. It is now the site of an abbey. Fort Charlotte at Lerwick 
in Shetland was built in 1781 on the ground occupied by afort dating from 
the first Dutch War. Centred on the larger forts were a number of smaller 
fortified barracks. Ruthven Barracks at Kingussie, about thirty miles 
south-east of Inverness, the ruins of which can be clearly distinguished from 
the train in passing, is an interesting example. This post was formed by 
General Wade about 1725 on the site of an ancient castle. The buildings 
comprise two plain three-storied blocks and a store-house defended by a 

_ wall with two bastions. There were loopholes for musketry, but no gun 
emplacements .. The place was pluckily held by Serjeant Mulloy and twelve 
men against two hundred of the Pretender's troops in 1745, but succumbed 
to a bombardment with field guns a few days after Culloden. It was still 
occupied seven years later when it was garrisoned by a detachment of the 
20th foot. 

The year following the Culloden campaign troops were encamped in the 
great hollow close by the end of Loch Ness round Fort Augustus. The 
fort was strongly reconstructed, all the available troops being employed in 
a continuation of the strategic roads commenced by General Wade.' Few 
troops were, however, available until the return of the Army from Flanders 
in 1749, when several regiments were sent to Scotland, among others J ames 
Wolfe's regiment, the 20th. They had little rest. Iri February they were 
in billets at Stirling, in March at Glasgow. In November they had moved 
to Perth. In October, 1750, they were at Dundee, and in April, 175], at 
Banff. The same year they went to Inverness, and in May, 1752, head
quarte~s were at Fort Augustus with officers guards at Ruthven, Invercomrie, 
Laggan Achadrom, Braemar Castle, and at the head 6f Loch Arkaig. In 
connexion with these were smaller posts commanded by N.C.O.s. 

Life in these small garrisons was unattractive. Food was scarce and 
the shortage of meal and fuel involved much, hardship on the men's families. 
The troops were employed in the suppression of popish priests, controlling 

. the activities of recruiting agents from across the Channel, protecting the 
agents who aB.ministered the forfeited lands, and the arrest of the unfortu
nate inhabitants who had not converted their kilts into trousers. Similar 
posts were centred on Inverness and Fort William. When in September, 
1753, Wolfe commenced his long march back to civilization, work had 
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26 HistoTical Notes on' BaTTacks·-Scotti,sh Oommand 

already commenced on the new Fort George sited on the Moray Firth about 
ten miles from Inverness. . 

Except in the ancient castle of Stirling, where the royal palace is still 
in military occupation, the oldest barracks now occupied in the Scottish 
Command are those of Berwick-on-Tweed, commenced in 1707 and com
pleted in 1719. Cavalry regiments at this peried seem to have been 
distributed wherever billets could be found for them, which at the same 
time corresponded with the policy of the government in the employment 
of small parties of troops as police for dealing with p~ssibte civil dis
turbances: In August, 1761, we find the 17th Light Dragoons with their 
headquarters at Perth and detachments at Falkland, Aberdour, Cupar, 
Culross and Leven. In Septemher of the following year headquarters 
were at Haddington and detachments at Dalkeith, Dunbar, Hamilton, 
Musselburgh, and Linlithgow.1 

By the year 1792 the question of accommodating the troops in England 
and Scotland had become so pressing that some action was inevitable. 
Among the arguments used against barracks were that they would tend to 
distinguish the soldier too definitely from the citizen and form a military 
caste which could be used in enforcing unpopular legislation; or again, . 
that the presence of barracks in, towns would be bad for the inhabitants 
morals. But Pitt, who was anxious about the growing unrest caused in the 
industrial centres by the French Revolution and the absence of any civilian 
police force, took the matter up, appointed Colonel Oliver Delancey, a 
D.A.G. at the Horse Guards, Barrack Ma.ster General, and told him to 
carry on. '1'0 avoid parliamentary criticjsm, the cost was to be met under 
the head of" Extraordinaries of the Army." This officer seems to have 
had few qualifications for such a great financial undertaking; his accounts, 
were not subject to audit, and gross peCUlation and scandal resulted. 
However, in a few short years the British Army was moved from ale houses 
into barracks. 

As one of the objects in view was the prevention of civil disturbances, 
many of the new barracks were small and widely dispersed, with the result 
that they later became useless and were sold. Between 1792 and 1796 
barrack construction was in progress in . Scotland at Edinburgh Castle, 
Piers Hill, Dumbarton, Dundee, Perth, ,Hamilton, Ayr, Glasgow, Stirling, . 
and Aberdeen. . 

Pitt's barracks frequently took the shape of a square and were sur
rounded by a strong wall so as to render them defensible and at the same 
time to prevent the soldiers' breaking out. The officers' quarters formed 
one side of the square, as it was considered that they could thus better keep 
an eye on the men's discipline. A feature of these old messes is the 

1 Whether owing to available accommodation or for strategic regions, we find units 
thus dispersed in much later times. In 1871 the 90th with Headquarters and 4 Companies 
at Glasgow had 3 Companies at Stirling, 2 at Ayr, and 1 at Dundee. 
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G. A.. Kempthorne 27 

Royal Arms solidly and handsomely engraved in stone on the front as at 
Ayr, Hamilton and Perth. The barracks built when the Brigade Depots 
were formed in the 'seventies are more open, but are provided with 
armouries in defensible keeps. Glencorse is an example. 

It is unlikely that. in the construction of the eighteenth century barracks 
questions of hygiene received mllch consideration, and due allowance has to 
be made for the state of sanitary knowledge at the time. Compare the 
revelations about Queen Victoria's drains at Buckingham Palace fifty years 
later. Un flushed privies were commonly associated with shallow drinking 
water wells, and up to 1847, out of 19 barracks in Scotland, only three had 
any ablution room. But the great cause of mortality, which in Scotland 
between 1817 and 1821 was at the rate of 15 per 1,000, and in London 19, 
as compared with 11 among the civil population, was overcrowding. The 
space in: the rooms, already sufficiently small, was further reduced by the 
tiers of wooden cribs in which men were packed in fours, and by the 
screens the married men put up to ensure some privacy for their wives. 
Sir James McGrigor mentions the fact that half the cases in his regimental 
hospital at the end of the eighteenth century were suffering from typhus or 
ulcerated legs, s.uggesting the activities of the body louse in favourable 
surroundings. Respiratory diseases produced then, and for many years 
later, a high mortality. 

Robert Jackson, whose treatise" On Armies" became a classic, had 
definite views on barrack construction. As regards the soldiers' comfort 
he held the opinion voiced by more than one commanding officer before 
the Royal Commission thirty years later that his proper place was on a.ctive 
service and his condition in barracks should, so far as was consistent with 
heltlth, approximate to the same, "lest he should miss his luxuries when 
he went to war." Bedsteads he considered superfluous as furniture and 
injurious as luxury. "The double tier' of platform obtaining in most 
barracks contaminates the air by artificial condensation, favours the 
generation of the cause of . contagious fever, and thereby tacitly and 
indirectly annihilates the Army." Jackson thought the soldier should lay 
his paillasse on the floor. He properly insisted on better ventilation, but 
to ensure this, he proposed French windows, a combination which sounds 
rather draughty. The Duke of Wellington did not agree with the idea of 
sleeping on the floor, and it was due to him that every soldier was provided 
with a bedstead of his own. 

By 1850 the allowance of cubic feet per head had been' fixed at 500, 
but it is doubtful how far it was enforced. A writer in the" Aide Memoir 
to, the Military Services," edited by a committee of Royal Engineer officers 
in th'at year maintained that for married women to sleep in barracks was 
objectionable and subversive to the moral of the Army, that privies were 
disgusting and should be flushed with barrack slop water impounded for 
the purpose, and that officers should have water closets. 

Fortunately for the Army the public interest aroused by the gallantry 
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28 Historical Notes on Barracks-Scottish Command 

of the troops in the Crimea and the administrative scandals of that 
campaign did not subside before it had included an investigation of the 
conditions of the soldier's life in peace time. For this the soldiers owe a 
debt of gratitude to Sidney Herbert, the War Secretary, who took up the 
question with energy, while Miss Nightingale constantly spurred him on 
to further efforts. In 1855, a committee under Viscount Monck was 
appointed to report on the barrack accommodation of the Army. A 
number of commanding officers and others appeared as witnesses, some of 
whom were very suspicious of the introduction of any novelties. The 
report insisted on a 4-foot wall space per head and an interval of at least 
eight feet between opposite beds. Dining rooms were discussed, but 
objected to by several witnesses on the ground that they would involve 
more labour in keeping clean, that they would tend to debar the men from 
their barrack room,and that sooner or later they would be misappropriated 
as sleeping rooms. The recommendation was that meals should be eaten 
in batches of fifty in the cook-house; proper kitchens should replace the 
existing sheds, which had boilers only and, no ovens. Ablution rooms with 
taps and basins were necessary. In most cases the soldiers, like the 
gentlemen of Winchester College, were still washing, under the pump. 
Fortescue suggests, though perhaps on rather slender proof, that the urine 
tub was sometimes employed for ablutions. There was one barrack bath 
in the United Kingdom-in the basement of Wellington Barracks-others 
should be' provided. The unspealmble privies were to be converted into 
slop latrines, ventilated drains made, and public water supplies used when 
available. As regards the married soldier, the usual arrangement was 
either to put one married man with his wife in each barrack room or 
several families in one room. When the married quarters at Stirling were 
authorized in 1875 there had lately 'been four families to a room. The 
wives were expected to clean the barrack rooms and sometimes do the 
cooking. <lOne decent sober woman" was authorized under regUlations 
dated fifty years before for the regimental hospital. At Edinburgh Castle' 
the families were accommodated at the time in the arched basemeJ?t of the 
"New Block," stated to be subject to frequent visitations of smallpox. 
There were,however, already a few single-room married quarters and the 
building of more was advised. 

Errors in the external arrangement of barrack buildings were criticized. 
A common feature was the siting of blocks close up to the boundary wall. 
'In the narrow interval, workshops, latrines and cooking sheds were crowded. 
Several were built so as to form a square with the angles closed in, and 
many storied blocks were built in preference to detached buildings. As an 
example of bad internal arrangement the Edinburgh New Block' was 

, referred to as .. exhibiting one of the most objectionable instances of closed 
internal corridors in existence." This, however, was to house a battalion 
for the next half century. For recreation, racquet and ball courts were 
suggested. It was before the days of 'army. football. Finally a reform in 
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G . .A. Kempthorne 29 

the management of regimental canteens, up to then farmed by Government 
to rascally contractors, was urged. 

Sidney Herbert died in 1861 worn out by his administrative labours, 
and the same year saw the appearance of the report of the Commission on 
Barrack Accommodation since. which all new construction has been in 
accordance with the prevailing sanitary ideals. In 1882 the P.M.O. in 
Scotland reported ·the. majority of barracks in the Command still of 
primitive construction, but much improvement followed in the next ten 
years. Drainage, water supply and ventilation were attended to, and hot 
baths provided. Dining rooms were not at first favoured, but there was 
one at Ayr in 1891. Examples of all periods of barrack construction may 
still be seen in the Command. Berwick, where the actual buildings form a 
strong, square, stone castle; Hamilton and Perth, where the buildings are 
arranged in a rectangle surrounded by a strong wall; Maryhill (1876) 
comprising isolated blocks on a wide open space surrounded still by a loop
holed and bastioned wall; Glencorse was improved in the 'eighties with its 
defensible keep; Redford, built like a hotel, with barrack rooms, dining 
rooms, lavatories and institute under one roof. 

In the year of Trafalgar there were twenty-six barracks in Scotland, 
which included hirings in Edinburgh, Leith, Haqdington, Seaton, Preston, 
Musselburgh, Dalkeith, Dunbar and EyerrlOuth. In 1832 there was 
nominal accommodation for 8,268 other ranks, the number present beipg 
5,710. The 573 beds in the various hospitals were occupIed on the day 
of the return by 259 patients. In the 1847 return Blackness and 
Dumbarton Castles are shown as evacuated. Fort Charlotte (Lerwick) 
which accommodated 240 other ranks, and Fort Monckton 280, had been 
given up, Fort William and Fort Augustus had care and maintenance 
parties. Fort Augustus, dating from 1817 was sold in 1857, Fort William 
(1690) in 1860. Apart from garrisons still surviving, there were then 
barracks at Paisley built ,1820, and Dundee, 1796. 

The normal peace garrison of the Scottish Command in the nineteenth 
century appears to ,have been two battalions of infantry, sometimes Englis~, . 
a cavalry regiment, and garrison artillery. The Army List of 1867 shows 
the depots of the Highland regiments grouped at Aberdeen and Stirling in. 
two "depot battalions"; the Lowland regiments had not yet returned to 
the fold. The depot of the Royals was at Chatham, of the 21st Fusiliers at 
Preston. The 1881 Army List contains a preliminary grouping-subse
quently amended after much heart burning-of the regiments junior to the 
25th, under the Cardwell scheme: Aberdeen 92/93, Perth 42/79,' Fort 
George 71/78, Stirling 72/91, Hamilton 73/90 and 26/74, and Glencorse 
Royal Scots. These were called Brigade Depots. Berwick-on-Tweed was 
then the depot of the 5th (Northumberland) Fusiliers. In 1883 the present 
grouping/ had been adopted and the location of the depots were as now, 
except that the Highland Light Infantry shared the depot at Hamilton 
with the Cameronians, and the Cameron Highlanders were with the 
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'30 Historical Notes on Barracks-Scottish Oommand 

Seaforths at Fort George, pending the construction of their new barracks 
at Inverness. 

SCOTTISH COMMAND BARRACKS. 

Aberdeen.-Depot . Gordon Highlanders, Castle Hill Barracks, long 
condemned, evacuated 1935 for the new barracks at Bridge of Don. A 
plain oblong building of three stories built 179~ to hold 600 men, cost 
£16,000, enlarged 1880. Accommodation 1832 stated to be for 400. 
Noted in 1877 as the only barracks where gymnastics were 'regularly 
practised. King Street Militia Barracks sold 1877. There is little trace' 
of' the old castle. . . 

Ayr.-Depot Royal Scots Fusiliers. The Barns of Ayr, a temporary 
barrack erected by Edward I on the south-east of the town, burnt by 
Wallace witp 500 occupants 1297. Cromwell's Citadel was built here after 
the battle of Dunbar, a hexagonal work extending from·Fort Street to the 
sea, covering twelve acres. It was demolished at the Restoration. Present 
barracks built for infantry 1795. Ablution arrangements 1847, two pumps. 
The 2nd Battalion of the 21st Fusiliers was raised at Paisley in 1858. The 
regimental depot was sited here in 1873. 

Berwick.-Depot KO.S.B. The town still has its Eliiabethan walls 
and there are traces of fourteenth century fortifications. The barracks, 
built in 1719, form a square stone castle. Walls are of massive thickness, 
the rooms hold five men each. In 1847 they were allotted for 10 men, 
women, or children, and total accommodation was for 16 officers and 640 
other ranks, hospital 48. There is a handsome coat of arms over the gate. 
It became the depot of the King's Own Scottish Borderers 1881. 

Ballater.-Barracks for the company of the King's Guard when 
Balmoral is occupied. The castle was acquired by.Queen Victoria about 
1852. 

Dunbar.-One Battery, R.A. The old castle was dismantled by the 
Regent Murray, 1567. Battle of Dunbar 1650. Hutments for all arms 

. erected here and at Haddington 1803 and demolished 1814. Embodied militia 
billeted 1854-1856. Dunbar House (the present administrative block) and 
.two houses in High Street including the New Inn (Officer's Mess) bought 
for militia barracks 1859. Existing barracks of excellent type built during 
Lord Haldaile's reforms. 

Edinburgh Castle.-Infantry Detachment, Military Hospital and one 
Company B.A.M.C. Old plans show that about 1710 the banquet hall on 
the south side of the Crown Court was used to house 400 men. There was 
also a barrack at the south end of the ground later occupied by the" New 
Block." The Banquet Hall, drastically restored 1886, had been used for 
many years before as the hospital. In 1740 quarters for six officers were 
built on the west side of Crown Court, now occupied by the museum. 
Opposite the Banquet Hall was St. Mary's Chapel, founded by David I, 
which in the seventeenth century became a powder magazine. In 1775 
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G. A. Kempthorne 31 

the Chapel was succeeded by a barrack which, remodelled by Robert 
Billings at a later date, became the ~ orth Barrack. This was succeeded 
again in 1927 by the Scottish National War Memorial. 

The New Block, which remains intact, was completed and handed over 
in 1799. It strong walls render alteration and demolition alike difficult. 
The rooms open off dark corridors and are approached by stairways to 
which the light of day never penetrates. . 

The. hospital, completed in 1898 in the "Scottish Baronial Style," 
occupies the site of the old armoury. The name of Aesculapius in Greek 
characters, with his emblems of a cock and a serpent, ar:e over the door. 
Between 1803 and 1805 a house in Fisher Row was hired from Wil1iam 
Hogg as a general hospital. It had five medic~lofficers, a deputy purveyor, 
steward, matron and head nurse. The matron's pay was 2s. 6d. a day, the 
head nurse's Is. 

The governor's house, dating from the early eighteenth century with 
the two officers' quarters on either side, now provide accommodation for 
one field officer and nursing sisters. Some of the original panelling . . 
remams. 

Piers Hill Barracks (Edinburgh).-Old cavalry barrack!? built in 1793. 
Colonel Piers' villa was incorporated in the officers' mess. Occupied in 
later years by R.A. batteries. Recently evacuated and for demolition. As 
usual in barracks of that date, the barrack rooms are over the stables. 

Bedford Bar1"ack.~ (Colinton).-One battalion and a cavalry regiment. 
Modern barracks occupie.d just before the Great War when the troops left 
the Castle. Barrack rooms originally had individual cubicles. Artillery 
barracks projected at Dreghorn adjacent. . 

Fort George (Ardersier).-One battalion and Depot Seaforth Highlanders. 
On a projection of the Moray Firth ten miles from Inverness. A polygonal 
line of fortification with six bastions. Built in 1748 at the cost of £160,000. 
Formerly had a governor and lieutenant governor. History uneventful. 

Glasg(f)w (Maryhill).-Infantry battalion and Depot H.L.I. Old infantry 
barracks in the Gallowgate built for 1,000 men, 1795. Cavalry barracks in 
Eglinton Street (1821), sold as a poorhouse 1850. Maryhill barracks 
completed 1876 for an infantry and cavalry regiment when old barracks 
were "evacuated and demolished. The narrow, isolated, two-storied blocks 
are . surrounded by a strong loopholed wall which incloses a wide area. 
The military hospital is included. The depot buildings, war barracks of 
flimsy construction, were occupied by the Highland Light Infantry about 
fourteen years ago. . 

Glencorse.-Depot Royal Scots. The site of the old mansion house made 
into a depot for French prisoners 1804. A reference to this in " MaDl~al 
of Military, Law," p. 143. In 1813 plaster and wooden buildings for 6,000 
prisoners and quarters for the guard erected. Shown as dismantled 1832, 
when it was known as Greenlaw Barracks. A military prison 1845-1888. 
Became a brigade depot about 1875. The new Douglas Barrack, destroyed 
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32 Historical Notes on Barracks-Scottish Oommand 

by fire 1881, and replaced in stone. Armoury located in a defensible 
building. Barracks have been modernized, but the old'troops' quarters of 
the time 6£ the French wars remain--guard room and cells. The depot 
has a fine park adjoining it. 

Hamilton.-Depot, the Cameronians. Built as cavalry barracks 1794, 
since converted. Was a depot for four regiments in 1881, and continued 
to be the depot of the Cameronians and H.L.I. till the latter moved to 
Marybill after the Great War. The buildings are undermined by coal-pits. 
New depot projected at Lanark. 

Inverness.-Depot, Cameron Highlanders. The present castle (1834-76) 
is on. the site of Malcolm Canmore's stronghold commanding the town. It 
was renovated and barracks built 1718, when it was called Fort George. 
Captured with its garrison of two independent companies of highlanders 
and 88 regulars, with 16 cannons and 100 barrels of beef, in 1745 rebellion. 
It was then blown up. Cromwell's citadel (1652-57), near the mouth of 
the Ness, demolished at Restoration. Present Cameron Barracks on a 
projection of the plateau east of the town, completed 1885, cost £60.000. 

Leith Fart.-Headquarters, Coast Defence R.A. and R.A.S.C. A gate
way called" Cromwell's Barracks" off Commercial Street is all that remains 
of the citadel built by General Monck. The present fort dates from 1779, 
when the privateer Paul Jones was threatening the coast. Barracks added 
1782, an-} many additions and improvements carried out of recent years. 

Perth.-Depot, the Black Watch. The old castle was at the end of 
Skinner's Gate.Cromwell'scitadel (1652) on the S. Inch demolished. 
The Edinburgh road passe!':l over it. Present barracks were built 1793, 
including cavalry stables, now converted. Remodelled 1876, and soon after 
became a brigade depot. Bath room built 1879. Accommodation 1832, 
23 officers, 480 other ranks, 20 patients. 

Stirling Castle.-Depot Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. Existing 
buildings are not older than the sixteenth century. They are very hand
some and externally well preserved. The barrack rooms occupy the site of 
the Parliament Hall much mutilated in 1777. State rooms of palace serve 
as dining room and institutes. The original fireplaces are preserved and 
thew-aIls are hung with trophies of arms. The large dining room of the 
officers' mess contains the old regimental colours which are laid up' here. 
The military hospital, now a reception station, has for many years occupied 
Argyll's lodging outside the walls. It bears the arms of Sir William 
Alexander, who built it in 1630. Later the property of the Argyll family, 
it was occupied by the Duke of Cumber land in the 1746 campaign. 

The military prison was moved to Stirling about 1888, but the building 
has now' been given to the town. The R.A.O.C. barracks stand on the 
river bank. "King's Stables" is the site for twenty-five married quarters. 

Standing Oamps.-There are hutted camps at Stobbs, near Hawick, 
where the castle is used as an officers' mess, and at Barry and Buddon on 
the Firth of Tay, near Dundee.' f 
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Coast Defences.-There are small barracks, not in regular occupation, 
in connexion with the various coast defences-obsolete or otherwise. The· 
nine grin battery built at Broughty Ferry on the Tay in 1861, occupied 
the site of the fifteenth century castle. In the Forth, masonry forts with 
barrack accommodation were built on Inchkeith, Inchcolm, Inchgarvie, 
and on Kinghorn Ness in 1876-81. These were previously occupied in the 
Napoleonic wars, and the first two were held oy English garrisons as far 
back as 1547. Inchkeith was in the fifthteenth and sixteenth centuries a 
dumping ground for plague patients, who were told to stay there" till God 
provide for their health." Inchcolm, the site of a famous abbey, is now 
undefended, but had a battery till after the Great War. 
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